The Kelmscott Shelley and Material Poetics
Damian judge Rollison
Perhaps no 6gure in the history of modern priming has been favoured
with more critical attention than William Morris. In a literary-historical comext this might be seen as a function ofMorris's importance as a
primer of his own works and an inheritor of the William Blake tradition ofthe modern illuminated text. Historians ofbook design, on the
other hand, see Morris's Kelmscott Press as a prime exemplar ofthe IateVictorian turn away from cheap mass production and toward the more
thoughtful and expressive employment of material means toward aesthetic ends that led indirectly to the profusion ofnew forms in European Modernism. (John Lewis for example has claimed that in his
innovative rypeface designs Morris 'was preparing the ground for Die
Neue Tjpographie', 1 while William S. Peterson has written of 'that preoccupation with functional structure and honest use of materials
which has prompted Pevsner to call [Morris] one of the pioneers of
modern design'.2) Literary critics see the poet and novelist who happened to be a craftsman; art historians see the designer who happened
to have written a great number of the books he produced. There still
exists no complete study ofMorris as book designer that reconciles his
literary and artistic accomplishments, and yet it seems evident that it is
as a composite of the material and imaginative registers that the Kelmscott Press catalogue makes its strongest claim as an aesthetic achievement. 3
When critics such as Florence Boos and Jerome McGann have discussed the expressive character ofthe Kelmscott books, they have tended to focus on Morris's editions of his own work, such as Poems By the
\.%yand The Earthly Paradise. 4 To be sure, the recomextualisation in a
Kelmscott edition ofa previously printed work such as The Earthly Paradise can serve as a useful index for Morris's developing sense of 'the
Ideal Book' - the edition that would actualise all ofthe latent expressive
potential of the material from which it was constructed. But to focus
exclusively on Morris's own texts is perhaps to valorise the author at the
expense of the craftsman, and thus to replicate the division of labour
against which Morris himself, following Ruskin's example, was such a
passionate spokesman.' Instead, it might be argued that Morris's
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[Figs. la & lb]. Titlepage spreadfrom Volume I ojThe Poems ofPercy Bysshe
Shelley, published by the Kelmscott Press in 1895- Special Collections, University
ojVirginia Library.

engagement with the literature ofthe past best reRects his ambitions as
an artist-printer. Just as Kelmscott style and Kelmscott production
methods consciously resurrect and re-envision their Medieval pre-
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cedents, so too Morris's editions of classic Medieval, Renaissance, and
Romantic texts bring literary history into a modern context.
Morris believed that, for readers in the Middle Ages, the printed
book was 'a palpable work ofart, a comely body fit for the habitation of
the dead man who was speaking to them: the craftsman, scribe, limner,
printer, who had produced it had worked on it directly as an artist, not
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turned it out as the machine of a tradesman'.6 In another context, he
noted that the primary accomplishment ofthe fif~eenth centuryVenetian printers (Jenson and his school) was to produce 'splendid editions
ofthe Classics, which are one ofthe great glories ofthe printer's art, and
are worthy representatives ofthe eager enthusiasm for the revived learning of that epoch'.? In both cases Morris envisioned the Medieval or
Early Modern craftsman as a collaborator with the authors of his past,
'a free workman or artist' who had 'two sides to his artistic mind, the
love ofornament, and the love ofstory'. 8 One measure of the degree to
which Morris envisioned his own Kelmscott project along the same
lines is to be found in the surprisingly small proportion of modern
authors he published. Of 54 completed tides printed at Kelmscorr
between I89I and I896, the year of Morris's death, I8 were authored by
Morris himself. The remainder of the Kelmscou catalogue, some 36
tides, includes three volumes by Dante Gabriel Rosseui, and one each
byTennyson, Ruskin, Swinburne, and Blunt; in all only six Victorian
authors are represented. Thus 29 of 54 titles, some 54 percent of the
Press's output, are 'classics' of previous eras. This may seem a small
majority, until we consider that these 29 tides represent 29 different
authors. To put the marrer another way, less than one in five Kelmscott
authors were Morris's contemporaries. Nearly 83 percent ofthe authors
published by the press date from the Romantic era or earlier. 9
In particular, the deluxe Kelmscott editions of Coleridge, Keats,
and Shelley can be seen to encapsulate in material form a particularly
late-Victorian (even proto-Modernist) misprision of Romantic influence. The most elaborate of these editions was the ornate three-volume octavo edition ofthe complete works ofShelley, published in 1895,
some copies ofwhich were hand-bound in vellum with decorative ribbons. III We do not know to what degree Morris's own hand was
involved in the production ofthe Shelley volumes, but we can still find
instructive the result of applying what McGann calls Morris's 'materialist aesthetic' to the often highly anti-materialistic poetry ofShelley, a
contrast which brings the interaction between material and imaginative modes, as well as between late Romantic and late Victorian sensibilities, into high relief
The long dramatic poem Queen Mab, first published by Shelley in
pamphlet form in 1813, often serves as the opening poem in collected
editions of the poet's work. This is appropriate in terms of chronology
- Queen Mab is the poet's first major work - and it is also justified
thematically: in this poem, a vision of'the revolutionary lessons of the
past, situation ofthe present, and hopes of the future', II Shelley begins
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to struggle with what would become his central metaphysical and political concerns. The Kelmscott edition begins with Queen Mab as well,
but in that edition the poem takes on a new function; indeed, neither
before nor since Morris's Shelley has the poem been published in so radically aestheticised a form.
In a typical Victorian omnibus edition ofShelley, such as The Poetical WOrks ofPerey Bysshe Shelley, published in Philadelphia by Crissy
and Markley in 1851, Queen Mab's placement in the initial position
grants it no special treatment in the volume; its text is squeezed within
ruled double columns on a page indistinguishable from those in the rest
ofthe volume. The emphasis in the single-volume omnibus is on economy of presentation: this is a popular volume designed to make the
complete Shelleyavailable to a wide readership. The maximised ratio of
text to white space creates a cluttered, dense page, with no 'breathing
space' between individual poems save what is afforded by the large-face
titles at the start ofeach (with the exception ofthose occasions when the
compositor happens not to have had enough text at hand to fill the
page, in which case there are arbitrary expanses ofwhite at the end of a
poem). A volume such as the Crissy and Markley Shelley exhibits little
regard for the material presentation of its contents; its design implicitly argues that a book is simply an efficient container for text, an object
whose physical properties have nothing more than an accidental relationship to its words as signifying entities. Such a book taken as an
object in itself is better understood as a commodity in the marketplace
than as a vehicle specific to poetry. The body typeface in the volume is
only just large enough to be legible without a magnifying glass; the
poems are printed in double columns for the purely utilitarian reason
that they are made up of short lines. In every aspect, the Crissy and
Markley Shelley enters its subject into the discourses ofexpediency and
commerce. It is this attitude toward books against which Morris took
offence, and from which the Kelmscott books were such a marked
departure - what Jerome McGann calls 'a broad-scale effort to exploit
as completely as possible all the resources of the physical media that
were the vehicular forms of his writing', as well as the writing of others. 12 'By the Ideal Book', Morris wrote, 'I suppose we are to understand
a book not limited by commercial exigencies of price: we can do what
we like with it, according to what its nature, as a book, demands of
Art'.I}

It is undoubtedly true that Morris's editions could also be accused of
forcing their texts to fit within a prescribed design scheme; the key difference is that Morris's book designs were aesthetic statements unto
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themselves, rather than mere side-effects of a commercial enterprise.
Stanley Morison, the most influential and prolinc twentieth-century
critic of book design, argued thar the typographer's role firsr and foremost was to interprer rexts visually; and William S. Peterson has suggested in relation to rhis that Morris, 'who appears ar times to be
seduced by parrern-making ... remained always a designer instead ofa
typographer'. 14 Pererson's criticism is one that has often been levelled at
Morris: the insistent design aesthetic in his Kelmscott Press books
might seem to argue against any special commitment to the uniting of
bibliographic and linguistic expression. But such a view disregards the
extent to which Morris made design a functional, even a legible, feature
of the page. Rather than receding into the background, his designs
insist on the materiality ofthe texts they present. Rather than choosing
to privilege pictorial qualities over legibility, Morris brings the pictorial and linguistic into such close proximity that it is impossible to draw
a clear distinction between them.
The valence of a highly visible design scheme in the Kelmscott
books is opposite to rhat of a Victorian mass-produced edition such as
the Crissy and Markley edition ofShelley. Where mass-produced editions ask to be taken either as transparent carriers oftextual content, Ot,
in a commercial sense, as containers of merchandise designed to provide maximum value, the Kelmscorr books with their handmade paper
and idiosyncratic, even bizarre design aesthetic, demand attention as
anisanal objects. They promise a reading experience in which the sensual pleasures of touching and handling an exquisite object will complement the more abstract enjoyments of reading a good story or an
uplifting poem. Most importantly, the books are feasts for the eyes, and
nowhere is that quality more apparent than in the initial opening (or
two-page spread) of the most ornate volumes. Thus the opening of
Queen Mab [Figure I] is presented to us in the Kelmscott edition as both
a literal gateway into the Shelley books and as a concentrated specimen
ofthe kind ofsynaesthetic experience the Kelmscott books at their best
can be said to produce.
Morris in effect re-embodies Shelley's poem by bringing its opening
passage into a new marerial context. He subjects the 'lyrical blank verse'
ofits lines (Shelley's phrase) to a radical enjambment, under the control
of rhe archirecrural page grid, and in so doing establishes an entirely
new (iflatent) pattern of single words in vivid juxtaposition. Morris
indicates Shelley's original line breaks with a leaf symbol and the one
stanza break on the page by means of a repeated floral symbol; both
symbols were part of the Golden typeface that Morris designed. The
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leaves and Rowers ensure that Shelley's breaks will retain their roles as
phrasal markers, but they function now in couiuerpoint with arbi£rary
breaks determined by the boxing of the text and the cons£rainrs of
righ t-margin justification. le is particularly noteworthy in the case ofan
idealist poet like Shelley to see the text struggling to articulate itself
within the constraints ofits material vehicle; atthe same time, we might
say that the vehicle has become part ofwhat is articulated.
Perhaps the most striking exampie on the QueenMab opening pages
of what might be called the forced materialisation of the immaterial
appears in the squeezed space to the right of the ornamented capital
that inaugurates the poem proper. One can traverse this space, translating the leafsymbols into line breaks, and reconstruct the familiar opening stanza of the poem as follows:
HOW WONDERFUL IS DEATH.
DEATH, AND HIS BROTHER SLEEP!
ONE, PALE AS YONDER WANING MOON
WITH LIPS OF LURID BLUE;
THE OTHER, ROSY AS THE MORN
WHEN THRONED ON OCEAN'S WAVE
IT BLUSHES O'ER THE WORLD;
YET BOTH SO PASSING WONDERFUL!

Even this translation of the text as rendered on the Kelmscotf page
reveals itself to be significantly reconfigured, when we compare it with
the stanza as edited by Donald Reiman and Sharon Powers in Shelley's
Poetry andProse (1977):
How wonderful is Death,
Death and his brother Sleep!
One, pale as yonder waning moon
With lips oflurid blue;
The other, rosy as the mom
When throned on ocean's wave
It blushes 0' er the world
Yet both so passing wonderful!
(1-8)

What is immediately apparent in the contrast between these two versions, beyond the minor variation in accidentals such as the comma
after 'Death' in line 2, is the extent to which the poem's originallineation and spacing reinforce rhetorical divisions at the level of the sentence and the phrase. The most explicit examples of such visual rheto-
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ric are the subordinating indentations in lines 4 and 6-7, but even such
generally unremarkable features as the capitalisation of each line's fi rs t
word are revealed to have a subrle hierarchising function which is all but
obliterated in the uniform typogra phy of the Kelmsco tt version.
Though the bulk of the Kelmscott Queen Mab is rendered in a page
design more in keepingwi th conventional models, this first page makes
an opening statement of bold departure. The Kelmscott page enforces
its own logic on Shelley's lines.
In the aforementioned attenuated space to the right of the decorated capital, such shocking 'new' lines as 'Death, [leaf] Death,' bring the
reader into an almost uncomfortably close contact with the insistently
m aterial embodiments of Shelley's airy tran sparencies 'which the
straining eye can hardly seize' (Queen Mab 1. 96) . Indeed, this opening
section of the poem, which describes the trancelike sleep ofIanthe, the
witness of Shelley's vision, is itself an extended meditation on corporeal embodiment as the equivalent of death. The beautiful Ianthe, whose
'peerless form I ... love and admiration cannot view I Without a beating heart' (11.11-13) appears to the poet as a figure doomed to die. 'Must
putrefaction's breath' , he asks, in the line that takes us from the title
opening to the body of the Kelmscott Shelley, 'Leave nothing of this
heave nly sight I But loathsomeness and ruin?' (11. r8-20). T he answer,
for Shelley, is that only the immortal soul can transcend this death sentence, and that therefore the source ofIanthe's beauty and goodness
must be the soul and not the body. When she is awakened from her
trance by the arrival of Queen Mab in her 'etherial car' (1. 65), Ianthe has
become a paradoxical figure: a soul, 'All beautiful in naked purity, IThe
perfect semblance of its bodily frame' (11. 132-33). The soul has somehow managed to separate itself from the body, so that the body is left
asleep while the soul stands upright to greet Queen Mab. We are asked
to regard each in turn:
.. , 'rwas a sight
Of wonder to behold the body and soul.
The self-same lineaments, the same
Marks of identity were there:
Yet, oh, how differen t! One aspires to Heaven,
Pants for its sempi ternal heritage,
And ever-changing, ever-rising still,
Wantons in endless being.
The other, for a tim e the unwilling sport
Of circumstance and passion, struggles on;
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Fleets through its sad duration rapidly;
Then, like an useless and worn-our machine,
Rots, perishes, and passes.
(1l.144-1 56 )

In this curious account, it would appear that the body and the soul are
really nothing more than two kinds of body, or two ways oflooking at
the same body - they are dual aspects of a single self, overlapping and
indistinguishable but for the special vision granted by the poem.
When Queen Mab calls out to the newly-awakened Ianthe, she
responds with the realisation that she has become 'A free, a disembodied soul' (I. 165). The word 'disembodied' should presumably be read in
two senses: the first, quite reasonably in this context, suggests that the
'true' Ianthe has undergone a ptocess of removal ftom the mere physical body. The second sense suggests to us an idea that is much harder to
credit: that the soul no longer has an embodied form at all. Shelley is
struggling here with a notion that would become crucial to his poetic
enterprise: how does one lend form to the ineffable without desttoying
its essential nature? For surely every detail in Shelley's description of
Ianthe's soul-self undermines his desire that it be free of 'Each stain of
earthliness' (I. 135): it stands, it is beautiful, it looks like the physical
body in every detail, it engages in dialogue with Queen Mab. In short,
Shelley cannot help but speak ofthe incorporeal in corporeal terms.
For the poet who famously held that the initiation ofthe act ofcomposing was the sign that the animating spirit of a poem had begun to
die, this ptoblem had much to do with the incorrigibility oflanguage
itself. Even ifthe presence ofa pure, disembodied soul could be in some
way perceived without the aid of physical attributes - without, one is
tempted to say, a location for perception to occur - the reality of such
an act ofperception would be a nebulous kind ofreality indeed, were it
not possible to subject the experience to a representation - to communicate, even to oneself, the fact of having perceived. Yet the very act of
communication fixes the ineffable in space and time, offering shadowy
apptoximations in the place ofqualities that are themselves too ethereal for words.
There is, needless to say, a long and complex history ofstruggle with
this ttoubling fact oflanguage that neither begins nor ends with Shelley. Some, like St. Anselm, have chosen to regard the limitations inherent in representation as a kind ofstrength, for it is an awareness ofthese
limitations coupled with the ability to imagine something more perfect
than language or the mind can contain that offers the best ptoofof the
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existence ofCod. It is possible in this spirit to read Shelley as a poet who
wanted to push as hard as possible against the limitations of his medium, to force language to express what it was patently incapable of
expressing, specifically in order to evoke its illimitable opposite. Certainly this is one way of characterising the strange mix of airiness and
precision that Shelley employs in such poems as 'Mont Blanc', 'Hymn
to Intellectual Beauty', and 'To a Sky-Lark'.
In the Kelmscott edition ofShelley, as we have seen, a compelling
visible and tactile presence provides the context for these otherwotldly
aspirations. As characteristic as Shelley's assertion about composition
as the death ofinspiration was Morris's beliefthat there could be no art
without resistance in the materials. 15 Morris approaches composition,
and artistic production generally, from a vantage point opposite to
Shelley's, according to which the work can be said to have no real life
whatsoever independent of its materialisation. But their views are not
really so far apart as they may seem, for Morris's emphasis on the notion
of ,resistance' suggests a dialectical relationship between inspiration
and composition, between the soul and the body; and in Morris's
account it is the productive tension arising from this relationship that
gives birth to the work of art. So too, the latent fact in Shelley's odd
description ofIanthe's disembodied, bodily soul is that only an imaginative abstraction can bring about a separation of content from form.
In a commonplace version ofreality - that version about which we can
make reports - the two are inseparable. The difference is that, for Shelley, such an abstraction was the sole guarantor of immortality and the
goal and end of art, whereas for Morris, the generative impulse was
more importantly a licence to produce beautiful objects. The 'palpable
work ofart' was for Morris the only kind that mattered.
What the Kelmscott edition produces, then, is a reading ofShelley
- a reading that could be regarded as a negative critique, even a condemnation of Shelleyan principles, were it the case that, according to
the principle of the excluded middle, true beauty and goodness must
either be the province ofthe soul or ofthe body, and not both. Properly viewed, however, the Kelmscott Shelley becomes instead a realisation
of the tensions that are implicit in Shelley's poetics and that alone are
capable ofengendering communicable accounts ofthe ineffable.
Bmh the physicality of human bodies and the embodiment of the
poetic impulse in language were regarded by Shelley as signs of decay.
This view takes on a poignant resonance in light of the poet's early
death, and in light ofthe large proportion ofhis poetic output that was,
as a consequence, only known posthumously. The textual history of
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Shelley's body ofwork is extremely complex, as Neil Fraistat explains in
his account of the 'workshop' that produced what we think of as Shelley's poetry:
The workshop that is the necessary condition ofShelley's texts in history is a complicated and notoriously vexed melange, involving poems
Shelley unsuccessfully attempted to publish during his lifetime; published poetry rife with errors because Shelley was not allowed to correct
proof; poetry and fragments thatShelley chose not to publish during his
lifetime but which nonetheless constitute the 25-30% ofhis canon published posthumously; the eatly editorial intervelllions of Mary Sheltey
and Shelley's friends; the appropriation of Shelley's texts by literary
pirates in the period between 1821 and 1840; family ownership of the
poet's manuscripts and letters that restricted full access to all but selected scholars until after Wotld War 11; the assignment of editorships of
texrs; editorial rivalries in the reconstruction of the same rextual siruation; and erroneous but self-empowering editorial assumptions that
Shelley was innocelll of grammar and didn't care about such details as
'
'd
' l'lsatlOn.
.
1(,
spe 11 1I1g,
punctuatIOn,
an capna
Access to evidence ofauthorial intention was especially difficult to gain
in Morris's day. Fraistat notes rhat 'throughout the latrer half of the
nineteenth century, the bulk of Shelley's holograph MSS were kept
under lock and key by Sir Percy Florence and Jane, Lady Shelley, in a
sanctum sanctorum at Boscombe Manor, the evidence from which
reached the public only through periodic gleanings sponsored or
approved by them'. 17 In the face of his great popularity, the elusiveness
of the 'real' Shelley, caused in part by his untimely death and in part by
the inaccessability of the manuscripts, sparked in those who came
under Shelley's influence in succeeding generations an insatiable desire
for proximity to the body or to bodily signs of the poet, giving rise to a
poetic tradition that runs from Browning's 'Memorabilia' ('Ab, did you
once see Shelley plain, / And did he stop and speak to you / And did you
speak to him again?'18) through Gregory Corso's 'I Held a Shelley Manuscript' ('My hands did numb to beauty / as they reached into Death
and tightened! / 0 sovereign was my touch / upon the tan-ink's fragile
page! / Quickly, my eyes moved quickly, / sought for smell for dust for
lace / for dry hair!'19). The poet himselfand the works ofhis hands are
hidden from view; in their place we have a conjectural surrogate, one
that in the r890swould have been stitched together- in part by William
Michael Rossetti, who published a widely read but largely corrupt edition ofShelley beginning in 1870 - our offragmentary evidence and the
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often presumptuous emendations ofeditors.
Take the case of Shelley's 'On the Medusa of Leonardo da Vinci in
the Flotentine Gallery', one of those poems which Mary Shelley gathered and transcribed for the Posthumous Poems. The poem has been
widely written about in recent years, for the most part by critics such as
W. J. T. Mitchell and Grant F. Scott who are interested in the poetics of
ekphrasis. 20 Shelley's poem describes a painting, once attributed to
Leonardo, in which, as if in grotesque parody ofIanthe's transfiguration, the disembodied head of the Medusa lies in a phantasmagoric
landscape, 'gazing in death on heaven'. Scott points out that, apart from
the poem's title, and in contrast to the ekphrastic tradition from which
the poem springs, Shelley does not provide a rhetorical frame in the text
that makes it clear he is writing about a painting. He is engaging in what
Scott calls 'the most potentially reckless' kind of ekphrasis, one in
which the power of the image cannot be defused by means of explicit
reference to its artificiality or to the authority that produced it,2!
Instead Shelley brings us into frightening proximity with a figure who
is both vital and dead, both a true picture ofbeauty and terror and (in a
pun which has been commented upon by Mitchell and other critics) a
lie. In the Kelmscott edition, the poem runs as follows [see Figure 2]:
It lieth, gazing on the midnight sky,
Upon the cloudy mountain peak supine;
Below, far lands are seen tremblingly;
Its horror and its beauty are divine.
Upon its lips and eyelids seems to lie
Loveliness like a shadow, from which shine,
Fiery and lurid, struggli ng underneath,
The agonies ofanguish and ofdeath.
Yet it is less the horror than the grace
Which turns the gazer's spirit into stone,
Wheron the lineaments of that dead face
AIe graven, till the characters be grown
Into itself, and thought no more can trace;
'Tis the melodious hue ofbeauty thrown
Athwart the darkness and the glare of pain,
Which humanize and harmonize the strain.
And from its head as from one body grow,
As
gtass out ofa watery rock,
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Hairs which are vipers, and they curl and flow
And their long tangles in each other lock,
And with unending involutions show
Their mailed radiance, as it were to mock
The torture and the death wi thin, and saw
The solid air with many a ragged jaw.
And, from a stone beside, a poisonous eft
Peeps idly into those Gorgonian eyes;
Whilst in the air a ghastly b~~. hereft
Ofsense, has flitted with a mad surprise
Out of the cave this hideous light had cleft,
And he comes hastening like a moth that hies
After a taper; and the midnight sky
Flares, a light more dread than obscurity.
'Tis the tempestuous loveliness ofterror;
For from rhe serpents gleams a brazen glare
Kindled by that inextricable error,
Which makes a thrilling vapour ofthe air
Become a
and ever-shifting mirror
Ofall the beauty and the terror there ...
Awoman's countenance, with serpent locks,
Gazing in death on heaven from those wet rocks. 22
We will note that physicality in the 'Medusa' has become much more
explicitly and horribly a site of death. As in Queen Mab, incorporeal
beauty and corruptible flesh share 'the self-same lineaments' (1. 146),
but whereas in the former poem the body passively 'Fleets through its
sad duration ... / Then, like an useless and worn-our machine, / Rots,
perishes, and passes' (11. 154-56), here the dead Medusa's strangely animated visage has the power to inspire a terror which seems to act as a
kind ofdreadful life force, causing her 'serpent locks' to writhe and saw
'the solid air', and drawing a 'poisonous eft' and a 'ghastly bat' toward
her, the latter like a moth to a flame. In the context of the present discussion Shelley's 'Medusa' suggests to us that a soulless, purely bodily
immortality - a life that persists in its 'unending involutions', blindly
driven by animal instinct - is the grotesque mirror image ofthe immortality of the spirit. Though Shelley wants to see this bodily type of
immortality as corrupt, he concedes that it is an 'inextricable error', a
sad state ofaffairs that is nevertheless inevitable. While the 'gazer's spir-
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it' is turned to stone by 'the melodious hue ofbeauty thrown / Athwart
the darkness and the glare of pain', this same hue becomes for the animal figures in the scene a 'thrilling vapour of the air' that inspires their
trancelike displays ofvi tality. Life continues on, regardless ofthe gazer's
subjective vision.
Like manyekphrastic poems, Shelley's 'Medusa can be read as an an
poetica. The fate ofpoetic vision would appear to be bleak - the visionary is doomed to a solipsism ofthe incommunicable, even as signs oflife
inhabit the margins of his vision. In the midst of these the dead
Medusa's face has etched itselfso indelibly on his spirit that he has been,
like the viewers ofKeats's urn, teased out of thought. The second stanza, where this process is described, contains a complex meditation on
spirit and substance that seems caught up in the language ofengraving
and even ofwriting or printing. The gazer's spiric has been turned to
stone; upon that stone are engraved che 'lineaments of [the Medusa's]
dead face / ... till che characcers be grown / Into itself, and thought no
more can trace'. Among the curious fearures in chese lines is the plural
'characters', which suggests that the 'lineaments' of the image, once
they have been carved onto the gazer's spirit like an engraving caken
from a painting, somehow transform themselves from elements in the
pictorial representation of the subject into alphabetical symbols, or
characters. The clear implication, if my reading is correct, is that the
spirit has taken on an impression that is now ready to be cransferred to
paper, in che form of chis poem.
The tactile immediacy ofthe poem in the Kelmscorr edition makes
this idea quite palpable indeed. Every fearure of the printed page - the
style and arrangement ofthe type, the quality ofthe paper, the colour of
the ink, the heftofthe book in one's hands- becomes part ofthe meaning of the words it bodies forth. We turn from the heavily worked title
opening [Figure I] to the apparently more conventional body pages [as
represented in Figure 2] and find that we have been primed by the elaboration ofvisual detail to regard every feature ofthe page as potentially
meaningful. Thus the crowding to the right ofthe lines in the first stanza ofthe 'Medusa, caused by the dominant position ofthe ornamencal
capital 'I',23 functions to emphasise for us the dominant position ofthe
pictorial image at the start of the poem, at the foot ofwhich words as
mere supplicants gather. Words (or 'characters') move to the fore,
appropriately enough, in stanza two, where we read ofthe transformation ofthe pictorial into the linguistic. But still in the Kelmscorr edition
ofthe poem we are asked to consider language as a material presence, in
tension with Shelley's push toward the immaterial. The figurative char-
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acters etched on the invisible spirit become literal printed characters
presented before us in as lush and sensual a form as possible. Where
Shelley only implies that his spirit is ready to impress itself upon the
page, Morris boldly gives us the printed page in all its glory, asking thar
it be taken as the locus from which more abstract pleasures may be
derived.
An attentiveness to the physical features of the 'Medusa' opening
will make the two lacunae, in stanzas three and five, stand out with an
almost shocking force. This is especially true when we consider Morris's
strong opinions on the matter of spacing between letters and words.
'He wanted a close textured, rich dark page', Lewis writes,24 and in 'A
Note by William Morris on His Aims in Founding the Kelmscott Press'
we read,
Now as [0 the spacing: First, the 'face' of the lener should be as nearly
cotetminous with the 'body' as possible, so as to avoid undue whites
between the letters. Next, thelateral spaces between the words should be
(a) no more than is necessary to distinguish clearly the division into
words, and (b) should be as nearly equal as possible' .25

One notes that the physicality of text is underscored by Morris's terminology, where letters are said to have faces and bodies. More to the
point, Morris's stricr prescriptions about spacing suggest that it is aconspicuous violation of Kelmscott design aesthetics to include such
expanses ofblank space as we see in the 'Medusa'. Ofcourse, itwas necessary to find some kind ofsolution to the problem ofthe lacunae. This
was a poem that Shelley left unfinished at his death, presumably never
having found the appropriate adjectives to fill out the metre and the
sense of the lines in question. They are thus signs of the absence of rhe
poet, gaps which can never be filled and which must remind us, in a
poem about rhe solirary visions of the spirit and the cruel inevitability
ofdeath in life and life in death, that the poet's intentions have been forever occluded from our sight. Paradoxically, however, the presentation
ofthe poem and its gaps in so insistently material a form, one in which
even blank space can be made to signify, may serve to bring its spirit
back to life. Throughout its publishing history, the poem has been most
often presented by editors in a manner that follows Mary Shelley's
example in the Posthumous Poems, with brackets standing in for the
absent words. Occasionally in nineteenth century editions, editors
even went so far as to supplywords to fill in the gaps, an arrogant act that
might be added to those 'self-empowering editorial assumptions' Fraistat mentions. In each case the physical presentation ofShelley's poem
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has come under the control and authority ofan editor. In the hands of
an artist, however, the same material is presented such that the
indefinite character ofthe poem as Shelley left it is restored. The blanks
become signs of a poem that will never be finished, an open-ended
work which is thus, again following Keats, 'For ever warm and still to be
enjoy'd, / For ever panting, and for ever young'. In Morris's words, the
book has become 'a comely body fit for the habitation ofthe dead man'
who speaks (Q us.
Morris's Kelmscorr books constitute an intermedial art form that
combines the craft ofbookmaking with the creation ofan imaginative
territory for art. It ought to be acknowledged that this art form creates
serious problems of interpretation. Where does signification end?
What constitutes a meaningful relation? Where is the line that separates intention from expedience? These problems can be cleared up, to
some degree, ifreception and response ate our grounds for discussion.
In an artist's book, where the material vehicle ofthe text is taken to hold
signifying possibilities, all features are potenrially meaningful. Perhaps
wedo not yet know how to 'read' these books-in which case an attitude
ofopenness and experimentation is appropriate to the critic's task.
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